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Who is our target audienCe?

Canyon audience is modern young people about 15 – 25 years old who are following modern 
trends and claim to practice «real european Values» such as democracy, self-expression, 
consumerism rejection, transiency, economization, but cannot dispense with material welfare. 
they declare that they do not follow modern trends and brands but in reality they know 
how they should look to be modern and stylish. they like premium brands but use 
mass brands in everyday life. they like to use accessories which fill their image up.

Career, good job and stability is very important. adaptiveness and ability to 
find common language with completely different people are believed to 
be the key for success. they easily change identities and do not feel 
deep affection for subcultures. Consider themselves experts in many 
areas, aim to be succeeding, do not feel deep affrication for 
subcultures.

Brand Values

Following modern styles and trends

Freedom to be different and change 
identities 

social life

self actualization
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Canyon BeneFits

Positioning

BE D
IF

FERENT. C
ATCH T

HE T
REND.

own design bureau to implement the latest trends in fashion and design into 
Canyon products

Modern production, all raw materials are Ce/rohs certified  

scrupulous quality control of product line – asbis total Quality Control system 

Combination of new technology and fresh design  

assortment for different daily life style

Canyon – is modern and stylish youth accessories for 
any occasion
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they are just perfect to take them with you! Metal 
housing and powerful 10mm driver deliver high quality 
sound and zipper cable combined with flat cable let 
you forget about tangling. Fresh and modern colors fill 
your travelling with emotions. 

FEATuREs:

Metal housing

Zipper cable + flat cable

10mm driver

32 Ω

93dB±3dB  

20Hz-20kHz

3 sizes of earbuds included

ZiPPer CaBle earPhones

MoDEl: CNs-TEP1R red 8717371861711
CNs-TEP1o orange 8717371861704
CNs-TEP1Bl blue 8717371861698
CNs-TEP1B black 8717371861681
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Ceramic is beautiful. Ceramic is durable. Ceramic is 
stable.

new design earphones have very accurate sound 
quality due to high acoustic stability of ceramic 
housing. Classical black and white colors.
you can make calls or use messengers with inline 
microphone. soft carrying bag is also included.

FEATuREs:

Ceramic housing

Inline microphone

10mm driver

32 Ω

93dB±3dB  

20Hz-20kHz

3 sizes of earbuds included

Carrying bag included

CeraMiC housing 
earPhones

MoDEl: CND-CEP1B black 8717371861575
CND-CEP1W white 8717371861582
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Modern but moderate shape and classical colors of these 
earphones make them to become your best friend in all 
possible life situations. no matter where – at home, on the 
way, by doing sport. Metal housing is there for extraordinary 
stability and 2 included sizes of earcups – for best possible 
long-time wearing comfort.

annoying tangling is no problem anymore with high quality 
flat cable!

FEATuREs:

Metal housing

Flat cable with inline microphone

8mm driver

16 Ohm

93dB±3dB

20Hz-20kHz

2 sizes of earbuds included

toP sound Quality earPhones 
With MiCroPhone

MoDEl: CNE-CEP1B black 8717371861421
CNE-CEP1s silver 8717371861438
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the easiest way to take emotions with you. Choose any 
from three trendy colors and make your new earphones 
to become your favorite companion. this is not easy to 
combine highest wearing comfort with fashion style – but we 
know the secret how! Big 12 mm driver guarantees full-range 
sound, from clear highs to deep lows.

FEATuREs:

Plastic housing

Flat cable with inline microphone

12mm driver

32 Ω

93dB±3dB

20Hz-20kHz

Fashion in-ear 
headPhones

MoDEl: CNs-CEP1Bl blue 8717371861445
CNs-CEP1o orange 8717371861452
CNs-CEP1R red 8717371861469
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enjoy your favorite music with long-lasting comfort. 
these earphones feature enhanced in-ear silicone 
fittings ensuring a soft fit. they also provide you high 
sound quality with deep bass, and a fresh, sleek 
design to complement your style.

these earphones are compatible with virtually any 
audio/video players and notebooks or PCs. they are 
available in black or white.

FEATuREs:

Plastic housing

32 Ω

108dB±3dB  

20Hz-20kHz

3 sizes of earbuds included

Colors: black

earPhones With siliCone 
Fittings

MoDEl: CNR-EP10NB black 8717371857134
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enjoy your favorite music with long-lasting comfort. these 
earbuds headphones features enhanced silicone fittings 
ensuring a soft fit for many hours of listening pleasure. 
this model also combines a fresh and attractive design, 
and is available in black with pink, blue, orange or green 
detailing to match your style.

this headset is compatible with virtually any audio/
video players and notebooks or PCs. like all other 
Canyon products, the Cnr-eP08n is available at a 
highly competitive price.

FEATuREs:

Metal housing

32 Ω

104dB±3dB  

20Hz-20kHz

3 sizes of earbuds included

earPhones With enhanCed 
siliCone Fittings

MoDEl: CNR-EP08NBl black + blue 8717371857073
CNR-EP08NG black + green 8717371857080
CNR-EP08No black +orange 8717371857097
CNR-EP08NP black +pink 8717371857103
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the new headphones are the best choice for young 
music lovers. they will be excited about modern and 
fresh colors, high wearing comfort, great booming 
sound. inline microphone leaves no compromises 
between enjoying music and communication.

FEATuREs:

Foldable headband saves space

Adjustable 

40mm driver

32Ω

108dB±3dB

20Hz-20kHz

3.5 audio jack

Inline microphone

Fashion headPhones

MoDEl: CNs-CHP3Bl blue 8717371861834
CNs-CHP3R red 8717371861858
CNs-CHP3Y yellow 8717371861841
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old good jeans which looks always actual.
as you love your favorite jeans you will love these 
headphones. they are so comfortable and deliver 
such a reach sound that it’s just a pity to take them off. 
Why you should stop enjoying your music?

FEATuREs:

Foldable up to 50% of their size

Adjustable 

40mm driver

32Ω

108dB±3dB

20Hz-20kHz

3.5 audio jack

Inline microphone

Color – black + blue jeans

Jeans headPhones

MoDEl: CNs-HHP1 8717371861728
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immerse yourself in your favorite music anywhere, 
anytime, with these seriously cool and stylish stereo 
earphones. While the design is something of a fashion 
statement, rest assured that we did not compromised 
on quality. they are designed for great acoustic 
accuracy, balance and clarity. the shape of the ear 
buds will also allow you to seal off distracting ambient 
noise letting you enjoy your tune without any unwanted 
sounds. this model is compact and lightweight, 
and has a tactical rubber housing, making it a great 
accessory for your urban-outings. 

FEATuREs:

Rubber coating finish

32 Ω

108dB±3dB  

20Hz-20kHz

Colors: black + orange

Cool stereo headPhones

MoDEl: CNl-MBHP03 8717371856793
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this is a seriously cool accessory for your urban adventures. 
the sleek, understated matte black finish gives a strong, 
rugged look to these headphones, while the tactical rubber 
coating adds protection and comfort. you can enjoy long 
listening hours with the padded, soft leather-touch ear 
cushions. the ear cups are built on a clever socket mount, 
allowing each of them to swivel into the most comfortable 
position for the perfect contour fit. and that’s not all: these 
mighty headphones offer a highly detailed sound with 40mm 
audio drivers, so you can enjoy your favorite beats with a killer 
bass line anywhere, anytime. 

FEATuREs:

Rubber coating

40mm driver

32 Ω

108dB±3dB  

20Hz-20kHz

Colors: black + orange

rugged look headPhones

MoDEl: CNl-MBHP04 8717371856809
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immerse yourself in your favorite music anywhere, 
anytime. these are the perfect statement headphones 
for music junkies!

With its 40mm audio drivers, this model provides you 
with detailed sounds, smashing beats and a killer bass 
line. it also has a lightweight ergonomic fit with an 
adjustable headband and padded, soft leather-touch 
ear cushions for superior comfort. 

FEATuREs:

Rubber coating

Inline volume control 
and microphone

40mm driver

32 Ω

108dB±3dB  

20Hz-20kHz

Colors: black

lightWeight headPhones

MoDEl: CNs-HHP3 (former CNl-THP02)     8717371863968
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extremely light headphones with sound quality you 
expect from by far bigger size models. Fashion style 
combined with technical perfectness – that’s how we 
understand modern headphones.

FEATuREs:

Foldable headband saves space

Patented triangle cable avoids 
tangling

40mm driver

32Ω

100dB±3dB

20Hz-20kHz

3.5 audio jack

lightWeight FoldaBle 
headPhones

MoDEl: CNs-CHP2BR black + red 8717371860561
CNs-CHP2BY black+ yellow 8717371860578
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ideal for internet communications, the Cnr-hs11n will 
meet your needs and requirements. this lightweight 
stereo headset features soft ear pads and an 
adjustable headband for a comfortable fit.

the Cnr-hs11n features a cable-integrated 
microphone for your convenience. it is available in 
white and orange color schemes.

FEATuREs:

Adjustable headband

2.4m cable with 2*3.5’’ plugs

Adapter 2*3.5’’ to combined 1*3.5’’ 

32 Ω

105dB±3dB  

20Hz-20kHz

Microphone Sensitivity: -58 dB

headPhones For internet 
CoMMuniCations

MoDEl: CNR-Hs11NA 8717371862701
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lightweight stereo headset with adjustable headband 
and flexible microphone.

this is a decent, no frills stereo headset perfect for 
simple, daily use. it offers practical functionality and 
a straightforward design, and the best quality for the 
lowest price. the Cnr-Fhs04 headset is a perfect 
value choice.

FEATuREs:

Adjustable headband

2.3m cable with 2*3.5’’ plugs

32 Ω

108dB±3dB  

20Hz-20kHz

Microphone Sensitivity: -58 dB

siMPle stereo headset With 
MiCroPhone 

MoDEl: CNR-FHs04 8717371857851
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Value for money headset if you like to chat with your 
friends or your business relations through the internet 
(VoiP).

the headset has an adjustable microphone. if you like 
to listen to your favorite music the headset also can be 
used as a standard stereo headphone. the headset is 
compatible with skype, Msn and yahoo.

FEATuREs:

Adjustable headband

2.5m cable with 2*3.5’’ plugs

Volume control

32 Ω

106dB±3dB  

20Hz-20kHz

Microphone Sensitivity: -58 dB

BasiC stereo headset 

MoDEl: CNR-Hs01NB 8717371856472
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lightweight stereo headset, available in black with 
silver accents. they have soft ear cushions and 
adjustable headband with an external microphone, 
mobile, comfortable fit. headphones are ideal for 
communication on the internet, are compatible with all 
email applications, skype, Msn, suitable for PCs and 
notebooks.

FEATuREs:

Adjustable headband

2.5m cable with 2*3.5’’ plugs

Volume control

Adapter 2*3.5’’ to combined 1*3.5’’ included 

32 Ω

105dB±3dB  

20Hz-20kHz

Microphone sensitivity: -58 dB

lightWeight headset

MoDEl: CNR-Hs07NA 8717371862688
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extremely light PC headset which can be used whole 
day long. high wearing comfort due to adjustable and 
flexible headband and soft ear pads. this model can 
be used also as usual headphones – there is no bulky 
rotatable microphone. and they sound really good!

FEATuREs:

Adjustable headband

2.4m cable with 2*3.5’’ plugs

Adapter 2*3.5’’ to combined 1*3.5’’ included 

32 Ω

105dB±3dB  

20Hz-20kHz

Microphone Sensitivity: -58 dB

extreMely light PC headset

MoDEl: CNR-Hs08NA 8717371862695
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no more tangled cord, and no more busy hands when 
calling. the Cna-Bths01x has an invisible microphone for a 
sleek design, and padded ear-cups for a soft fit. this model 
offers crystal clear sound with dynamic bass, so you can 
also enjoy your favorite music. it has a battery life of up to 8 
hours, and a range of up to 10 m.

FEATuREs:

BT version 2.1 + EDR

Battery 300 mAh

20Hz-20kHz

Control buttons

Built in microphone

lightWeight 
Bluetooth headset

MoDEl: CNA-BTHs01B black 8717371858285
CNA-BTHs01W white 8717371858292
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the product where attractive price meets great usability. due 
to powerful 40mm driver, these headphones produce clean 
sound with pretty much bass. With inline microphone, you 
can use them also as headset for notebook or smartphone.

FEATuREs:

Rubber coating finish

Foldable and adjustable

40mm driver

Detachable cable with microphone

32 Ω

113dB±3dB

20Hz-20kHz

essential headPhones 
With inline MiC

MoDEl:  CNE-CHP2 8717371864194
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simple earphones in classical black and white colors. 
Modern shape, clean sound and affordable price – just a 
perfect combination. Flat anti-tangling cable let you take 
them with you wherever you go.

FEATuREs:

Flat anti-tangling cable

10mm driver

16 Ω

105dB±3dB

20Hz-20kHz

3 sizes of earbuds included

essential earPhones 
With Flat CaBle

MoDEl: CNE-CEP2B (black) 8717371864231 
  CNE-CEP2W (white) 8717371864248
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these earphones will go together with you to the limit. your 
favorite music will make your workout even more effective 
and pleasant. FEATuREs:

Inline microphone

Great fixation for hard workout

10mm driver

16 Ω

102dB±3dB

20Hz-20kHz

3 sizes of earbuds included

sPort earPhones With 
inline MiC

MoDEl: CNs-sEP1Bl (blue) 8717371864200 
  CNs-sEP1Y (yellow) 8717371864217 
  CNs-sEP1G (green) 8717371864224
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this is a decent, no frills stereo speaker set, perfect 
for simple, daily use. it offers practical functionality, 
a straightforward design and the best quality for the 
lowest price. the Cnr-FsP02 speaker set is a perfect 
value choice.

FEATuREs:

Output Power: 2*2W

USB Power

70dB±3dB  

100Hz-16kHz

daily use sPeaker

MoDEl: CNR-FsP02 8717371860301
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Portable speakers in an unusual design cabinet are 
great addition to your laptop or PC. due to their small 
size there are no problems to find place on the desktop 
next to the monitor or laptop. despite its small size, 
the system has a fairly wide frequency range and can 
equally well reproduce the music of different styles - 
from light classical songs to tracks with deep bass. the 
distinguishing factor that sets this model among others, 
is its original futuristic design. 

FEATuREs:

Output Power: 2*1.8W

USB Power

70dB±3dB  

130Hz-16kHz

FuturistiC design sPeakers 

MoDEl: CNR-sP20IB 8717371858629
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stereo speakers set Cnr-sP20JB is the perfect 
solution «three in one». they combine exceptional 
design, compact size and excellent performance. 
Portable speakers powered by usB is a great addition 
to your laptop or Pda. despite its small size, the 
system has a fairly wide frequency range and can 
equally well reproduce the music of different styles - 
from light classical songs to tracks with deep bass. 
even with a modest capacity of the column Canyon 
play loud and full.

FEATuREs:

Output Power: 2*2W

USB Power

70dB±3dB  

130Hz-16kHz

stereo sPeakers set

MoDEl: CNR-sP20JB 8717371858636
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the design Bluetooth speaker and tablet stand in one, 
which doesn’t know compromises: latest Bt4.0, nFC chip, 
extra wide working range. all this technical perfectness is 
combined with clear full range sound with deep lows. Just 
amazing traveling companion! easy compatible with different 
types of audio devises via cable providing additional comfort 
and flexibility.

FEATuREs:

BT version 4.0 

Battery working time 6h

43Hz-20kHz

Power 6W

Operating range 20m

design Bt sPeaker 
and taBlet stand

MoDEl: CND-TBTsP1B black 8717371863784
CND-TBTsP1W white 8717371862671
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Portable Bluetooth speaker from one side and stand for a 
tablet of any size from another. due to «passive radiator» 
technology it produces very clean and powerful sound, 
which is so exiting, from such a small case. it also easily 
connects to any audio devise by usual aux cable. this 
unusual compact device is ideal for traveling due to compact 
folding.

FEATuREs:

BT version 3.0+EDR 

Battery working time 10h

40Hz-20kHz

Power 5W

Operating range 10m

FoldaBle Bt sPeaker 
and taBlet stand

MoDEl: CNs-HBTsP1 8717371862671
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Bet you will be surprised by the sound this little 
one can produce?! Fashion look is what you see, 
advanced technology is what you hear. For using with 
any Bluetooth device like PC, tablet, smartphone etc. 
built in microphone allows you to make/receive calls. 
Micro usB let you charge the speaker from socket, PC 
or even power bank.

FEATuREs:

BT version 2.1 + EDR

5W driver

Battery 300 mAh 

20Hz-20kHz

Touch buttons 

Built in microphone

3.5 audio input + micro USB for 
charging

stylish Bt sPeakers in 
Jeans design 

MoDEl: CNs-CBTsP1B black 8717371860639
CNs-CBTsP1s silver 8717371860646
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do you love the feeling of flying? our mouse in the 
trendy package «360 View» will give you this feeling! 
they are stylish and fashionable.

Coupled with style and fashion you get comfort of use. 
you can differentiate oneself from others via of our 
mouse.

FEATuREs:

Adjustable DPI 800\1240

2,4Ghz wireless technology 

Power saving technology

Flying Mouse

MoDEl: CNs-CMsW4B black 8717371862657
CNs-CMsW4Bl blue 8717371862596
CNs-CMsW4R deep red 8717371862602
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Mouse has elegant elongated design, buttons are 
covered with silver delicate graphics resembling 
snowflakes, scrolling wheel is fringed by silver border. 
it fits hand very well and is soft for the touch. Presented 
in transparent «360 View» box to underline it charming 
design. ideal for those who prefer elegance.

FEATuREs:

Wireless optical mouse with 3 buttons;

800 DPI optical technology for precise 
tracking;

2,4GHz wireless technology for 
reliable connection without delays or 
dropouts;

Rubber coating surface;

Compatible with Windows & MAC

BlaCk & White

MoDEl: CNs-CMsW3W white 8717371864026
CNs-CMsW3B black 8717371864064
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this flat iron gray mouse in the transparent «360 View» 
box will give you feeling of airiness. Close to scrolling 
button mouse narrows, what allow it to fits in to any 
pocket. Mouse case is fringed by orange stripe by 
the edges and is complemented with thin orange CPi 
button to change optical resolution. it has additional 
on/off switch and power saving technology.

FEATuREs:

Wireless optical mouse with 
switchable resolution of 800/1600 dpi;

Rubber coating surface;

2,4GHz wireless technology for 
reliable connection without delays or 
dropouts;

Compatible with Windows & MAC

Flat Mouse

MoDEl: CNs-CMsW4G 8717371864040
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this simple optical mouse is well ergonomically 
balanced and covered with rubber coating. it has three 
buttons and is pleasant to touch. Mouse without frills 
will impress budget buyers.

FEATuREs:

Wired optical mouse with 3 buttons;

800 DPI optical technology for precise 
tracking;

USB 2.0 interface for easy plug and 
play;

Compatible with Windows & MAC

siMPle Mouse

MoDEl: CNE-CMs2 black 8717371863999
CNE-CMs3 silver 8717371864002
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this Wireless 3-button optical mouse is designed to 
create a clutter-free workspace with a reliable wireless 
connection. simple and handy, it improves your daily 
working efficiency. Comfortable contoured design with 
rubber coating feels great in your hand.

FEATuREs:

Wireless optical mouse with 3 buttons;

800 DPI optical technology for precise 
tracking;

2,4GHz wireless technology for 
reliable connecrion without delays or 
dropouts;

Rubber coating surface;

Compatible with Windows & MAC

siMPle and handy 
Mouse

MoDEl: CNE-CMsW2 8717371864019
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strict design and silver V-shaped stripe at the body of 
the mouse tells us that Cne-CMsW3 has character. 
Wireless mouse is staffed with two main buttons, ribby 
scrolling wheel, thin CPi button and additional up/down 
directorial buttons. is suitable for both hands.

FEATuREs:

Wireless optical mouse with 
switchable resolution of 800/1600 dpi ;

2,4GHz wireless technology for 
reliable connection without delays or 
dropouts;

3 buttons, scroll wheel plus two 
additional Op/Down directional 
buttons;

 Compatible with Windows & MAC

striCt V-shaPed 
Mouse

MoDEl: CNE-CMsW3 8717371864033
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it is the arrant bolide! nimble mouse with aggressive 
design. Workable on different surfaces, will be your 
helper in many situations. FEATuREs:

Stylish & Fashionable 

Adjustable DPI 800\1240

2,4Ghz wireless technology 

Power saving technology 

niMBle Mouse

MoDEl: CNs-CMsW5B black 8717371862640
CNs-CMsW5Y yellow 8717371862626
CNs-CMsW5R metallic red 8717371862633
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everything of genius is simple. (с)

Mouse without frills  will impress a budget buyers. 
Plastic  agreeable to the touch and adds comfort in 
daily use.

FEATuREs:

Wired mouse

800 DPI optical technology

Rubber coating of top cover

Color – black

siMPle Mouse

MoDEl: CNE-CMs1 8717371861131
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this mouse will please those looking for comfort, 
precision and functionality. it features 3 buttons, a 
scroll wheel and two responsive up/down directional 
buttons. the sleek, understated matte black finish 
gives a cool, sturdy look to mouse. its soft, rubber 
coating is durable and adds extra protection against 
knocks and bumps. it is comfortable to handle, thanks 
to its ergonomic design and side grips.

this model is also available in a wireless version (Cnl-
MBMsoW02) and part of Canyon’s stealth series.

FEATuREs:

Cable connectivity technology

Switchable resolution up to 1600 dpi

6 buttons

Available in wireless version (CNL-
MBMSOW02)

Certifications: CE, RoHS

suPer oPtiCal Mouse 

MoDEl: CNl-MBMso02 8717371856854
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this is a decent, no frills optical mouse perfect for 
simple, daily use. it offers practical functionality, 
straightforward design and the best quality for the 
lowest price.

FEATuREs:

Cable connectivity technology

Movement resolution 1000 dpi

3 buttons

Scrolling wheel

Color: mat black

siMPle oPtiCal Mouse 

MoDEl: CNR-FMso01 8717371857882
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this good value choice wireless optical mouse 
is perfect for simple, daily use. it offers practical 
functionality and a straightforward design. it has 
2.4ghz wireless technology for a reliable connection 
and storable usB 2.0 nano receiver.

FEATuREs:

1600 dpi optical technology

3 buttons and 1 scroll wheel

Compatible with Windows 2000/XP/
Vista/7 & Mac OS

Battery required quantity: 2 AAA

Color: varnish black

Wireless oPtiCal Mouse 

MoDEl: CNR-FMsoW01 8717371857899
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this trendy mouse offers a resolution of 800 dpi and an 
advanced optical sensor which ensures precision, fast 
response and smooth tracking. the sleek design and 
contoured shape of the mouse allow a comfortable 
grip for a pleasurable navigation. durable, convenient 
and suitable for usB ports, this mouse fulfills your 
expectations and basic needs. it is available in black 
with orange, blue, pink, green, silver or glossy black 
accents.

FEATuREs:

Scroll wheel with Blue light

USB interface

Compatible with Windows 2000/XP/
Vista/7

3 buttons

trendy Colors oPtiCal 
Mouse

MoDEl: CNR-Mso01No orange 8717371855758
CNR-Mso01NBl blue 8717371855734
CNR-Mso01NP pink 8717371855765
CNR-Mso01NG green 8717371855741
CNR-Mso01Ns silver 8717371855772
CNR-Mso01NB glossy black 8717371855789
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to enjoy more freedom when working on your 
notebook or on your PC, this wireless mouse is a 
great solution to avoid a clutter of wires on your desk. 
it offers you advanced laser technology of 2.4ghz 
and a switchable resolution of up to 1600 dpi for an 
impressive performance. the mouse features a unique 
built-in storage compartment for its super mini usB 
receiver. it has an ergonomic and compact design 
for a comfortable navigation, a high precision motion 
control and smooth tracking. it is available in black/red 
and black.

FEATuREs:

Ergonomic design

1600 dpi switchable resolution 

USB interface

Compatible with Microsoft, Windows 7

Wireless oPtiCal Mouse

MoDEl: CNR-MsoW06B black 8717371859534
CNR-MsoW06R black + red 8717371859541
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the keyboard has a metal base and repeating 
pressing like mechanical, water resistant. Performed 
in minimalist design with two colors of led backlights. 
rubber pads rescue from sliding on a table surface.

FEATuREs:

Membrane gaming keyboard

109 keys with laser engraved and LED backlighting

10 million times button life (up to 10 simultaneous 
key presses)

Anti-drop with steel plate

Braided cable with magnetic ring   Ergonomic design

Extra feature-rubber pad for comfortable gaming

gaMing keyBoard
«haZard»
MoDEl: CNs-sKB7-Ru 8717371864071

CNs-sKB7-us 8717371864088
CNs-sKB7-Hu 8717371864095
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this keyboard is designed to make often-used 
programs of simple use; it has special keys to access 
music control, calculator and more keys for other 
frequently used programs. Membrane keys type 
provides resistance against dirt and liquids. ergonomic 
design is good for wrists as it gives the wrist and arm 
a natural alignment. keyboard is lightweight and quite 
thin. good budget choice for multimedia function 
keyboard.

FEATuREs:

Stylish ultra-slim USB multimedia 
keyboard.

124 Chocolate-style keys.

Wrist rest for comfortable work.

Aluminum finishing of case.

MultiMedia FunCtion 
keyBoard

MoDEl: CNs-HKB4lT 8717371865122
CNs-HKB4Ru 8717371865153
CNs-HKB4sK 8717371865139
CNs-HKB4us 8717371865146
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this keyboard has illuminated keys characters to make 
typing more easily, even in the dark. keystrokes is 
comfortable and quiet, rubberized surface is soft and 
velvet for the touch. Membrane keys type provides 
resistance against dirt and liquids. ergonomic design 
is good for wrists as it gives the wrist and arm a natural 
alignment. this multimedia keyboard is designed 
to make often-used programs of simple use; it has 
special keys to access music control, calculator 
and more keys for other frequently used programs. 
illuminated multimedia keyboard is quite a fun!

FEATuREs:

Stylish slim USB multimedia 
keyboard

“Soft touch” rubberized surface of 
case and keys 

124 Chocolate-style keys

Laser engraving and LED backlight

Wrist rest for comfortable work

illuMinated 
MultiMedia keyBoard

MoDEl: CNs-HKB6AD 8717371863890
CNs-HKB6CZ 8717371863906
CNs-HKB6lT 8717371863920
CNs-HKB6Ru 8717371863876
CNs-HKB6sK 8717371863913
CNs-HKB6us 8717371863883
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this keyboard has illuminated keys characters to make 
typing more easily, even in the dark. it has glossy 
topping to underline rubberized surface. keystrokes 
is comfortable and quiet and are soft for the touch. 
Membrane keys type provides resistance against dirt 
and liquids.  this multimedia keyboard is designed 
to make often-used programs of simple use; it has 
special keys to access music control, calculator 
and more keys for other frequently used programs. 
illuminated multimedia keyboard is quite a fun!

FEATuREs:

Slim stylish USB multimedia keyboard

Compact design.

“Soft touch” rubberized surface of 
case and keys.

120 Chocolate-style keys.

Laser engraving and LED backlight.

illuMinated 
MultiMedia keyBoard

MoDEl: CNs-HKB5Hu 8717371863852
CNs-HKB5lT 8717371863869
CNs-HKB5Ru 8717371863838
CNs-HKB5us 8717371863845
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everything of genius is simple. (с)

keyboards without frills will impress a budget buyers. FEATuREs:

Wired keyboard

Spill resistant 

Classic layout

Color – black

siMPle keyBoard

MoDEl: CNE-CKEY1-AD 8717371861551
CNE-CKEY1-BG 8717371861537
CNE-CKEY1-CZ 8717371861506
CNE-CKEY1-Hu 8717371861520
CNE-CKEY1-KZ 8717371863968
CNE-CKEY1-lT 8717371861544
CNE-CKEY1-Ru 8717371861490
CNE-CKEY1-sK 8717371861513
CNE-CKEY1-us 8717371861568
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enjoy crystal-clear internet communication with a 
highly sensitive desktop Canyon microphone. this 
stylish desktop microphone with mute function and the 
ability to adjust in the vertical position, made   in black 
with orange accents. Connects to a PC or notebook 
with a 3.5 mm jack.

FEATuREs:

Stylish stand type

Mute function

3.5.mm mini-phone interface

stylish MiCroPhone

MoDEl: CNR-MIC01N       8717371857288
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enjoy crystal-clear communication with this high-
sensitivity desktop microphone. Flexible and adjustable 
stand of 15.5 cm high enables you to bring the 
microphone to the mouth-level for precise positioning 
and enhanced sound quality. this microphone also 
features a convenient on-off/mute switch, a stable 
base and a trendy design with black color and silver 
accents. it can be easily connected to PCs or laptops 
with its 3.5 mm audio jack.

FEATuREs:

Stylish stand type

High sensitivity microphone

On-off switch

desktoP MiCroPhone With 
FlexiBle stand

MoDEl: CNR-MIC02N      8717371857295
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this notebook stand allows positioning your notebook 
screen at an eye-level with viewing angle close to 0°, 
which is the position recommended by ergonomics 
experts to avoid tiredness, neck and back pain.

the stand also has a 360° swivel base, so you can 
effortlessly turn your laptop in any direction for your 
convenience. the Cnr-ns01 includes a usB-powered 
cooling fan to improve heat dissipation for a maximal 
performance and system stability. a special compartment 
allows you to hide away and store the usB cable when 
not in use. this model is suitable for notebooks up to 17”.

FEATuREs:

360-degree swivel base

Ergonomic adjustable stand

Ultra silent fan

USB power supply

Unique cable storage design

noteBook stand

MoDEl: CNR-Ns01      8717371857264
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this notebook stand features an extra-large and silent 
usB-powered cooling fan to improve heat dissipation for 
a maximal performance and system stability. it is perfect 
for intense gaming sessions or extended work periods. 
the fan also has a low power consumption to spare your 
notebook’s battery life as much as possible. 

this stand allows positioning your notebook screen at an 
eye-level with viewing angle close to 0°, which is the position 
recommended by ergonomics experts to avoid tiredness, neck 
and back pain. this model is suitable for notebooks up to 15.4”. 

FEATuREs:

USB-powered quiet fan 

Blue LED light for cooling indication

Low power consumption

noteBook Cooling stand

MoDEl: CNR-Ns04     8717371857271
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this stand allows positioning your notebook for a 
comfortable tilted typing position and protects against 
overheating. the fan is located in the center of the 
stand and is powered by one usB port on your laptop. 
this model is suitable for notebooks up to 17”.

FEATuREs:

Sleeve bearing

Color – black

Warranty-24 month

Long lifexpectation

up to 17”

laPtoP Cooling stand

MoDEl: CNR -FNs01     8717371859015
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Practical backpack for walk, sport and every day. it 
is very lightweight and convenient for carrying things. 
Colors ideal as for teenager and for midlife persons. 
With convenient shoulder straps, you don’t feel 
discomfort during wearing. Colors –  black, blue, red.

FEATuREs:

Adjustable shoulder straps

Interior padding to protect your laptop

Main compartment with small zipper               
pocket on the front for your essential 
accessories

Made of durable materials

siMPly BaCkPaCk

MoDEl: CNE-CNP15s1B black 8717371863974
CNE-CNP15s1Bl blue 8717371863978
CNE-CNP15s1R red 8717371863993
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the standard bag is a slim carrying solution which can 
fit most of 15-16” laptops. Quick-access pockets provide 
order, while hideaway carry handles and a detachable 
shoulder strap allows multiple carrying options.

an innovative bottom pocket, separates from the laptop 
compartment, safely stores your charger and other 
accessories without the fear of damaging your device. 
Besides, this safe and lightweight bag allows you 
comfortable travel, it has grip handle for trolley suitcases 
which allows to fix it upon the trolley handle.

FEATuREs:

Suitable for most 15-16" laptop 

Material: polyester

Big quick access organizer pocket

Detachable shoulder strap with 
removable pad

Custom zipper pulls

Handle for suitcase

Color: black

standard Bag For 
laPtoP 15.6"

MoDEl: CNE-CNB15s2B     8717371863807
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the Fashion Bag will add comfort in every day usage of 
your laptop. Main section of the bag is secured by velcro 
which will keep your laptop safe. 

Bag has two large external pockets with zipper as well 
as one inner pocket for small things. lining has pleasant 
cream color. detachable shoulder strap and  carry 
handles allow multiple carrying options.

FEATuREs:

Suitable for most 15-16" laptop 

Material: polyester

Secure zippered small pocket

Organized pockets for accessories

Anti-slip padded shoulder strap

Laptop compartment with microfiber

Color: dark blue

Fashion Bag For 
laPtoP 15.6"

MoDEl: CNE-CNB15F7DB     8717371863814
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this beautiful collection of Business laptop bags brings a 
contemporary slant on classic design. each case has been 
carefully crafted with a stylish approach to practicality. designed 
from quality materials, case features a protective padded laptop 
section so you can be sure that your laptop is safe. 

Carrying is made comfortable by a cushioned shoulder pad. the 
length of the shoulder strap is adjustable and the strap can be 
removed completely if desired. the trolley strap on the back of 
the case allows you to securely attach the case to your luggage 
for easy transportation. the main advantage of this bag is 
separate protective pocket for tablet.

FEATuREs:

Suitable for most 15-16" laptop 

Material: nylon + polyester

Big quick access organizer pocket

Detachable shoulder strap with 
removable pad

Custom zipper pulls

Handle for suitcase

Color: black

Business Bag For 
laPtoP 15.6"

MoDEl: CNE-CNB15B6B     8717371863821
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each case of this beautiful business laptop bags 
collection has been carefully crafted with a stylish 
approach to practicality. designed from quality materials, 
it has  functional cushioned laptop compartment, an 
accessories section and three outside pockets for 
quick access. the trolley strap on the back of the case 
allows you to attach case securely to luggage for easy 
transportation.

FEATuREs:

Suitable for most 15-16" laptop 

Material: nylon + polyester

Padded main compartment with 
secure velcro

Stylish make up pocket

Organized accessories pocket

Comfortable shoulder strap

Handle for suitcase

Color: black

Business WoMan Bag 
For laPtoP 15.6"

MoDEl: CNE-CNB15BW6B     8717371863760
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this lightweight backpack designed to carry and protect 
your laptop, tablet and some essentials with ease and 
comfort. it has  highly organized interior and is suitable 
for 15.6" laptop. this perfect hands free solution has 
special pocket for the player and holder for headphone. 
Backpack is supplemented with additional waist-belt 
which allows better fixation of backpack and partially 
bears the weight of the goods from the shoulders to the 
waist.

FEATuREs:

15.6" Laptop + iPad backpack

Material: nylon+polyster

Padded main compartment with 
secure Velcro

Padded compartment for iPad

Secure zippered small pocket

Organized pockets for accessories

Anti-slip padded shoulder strap

Business BaCkPaCk 
For laPtoP 15.6"

MoDEl: CNE-CNP15B6G     8717371863791
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this sleek design messenger shoulder bag is suitable for 
most of tablets. has safe zippered accessories pocket 
and thee inside pocket with bright orange linen. during 
the day it fits business style and it will look elegant at the 
evening walk.

FEATuREs:

Suitable for most tablet

Material: polyester

Ultra slim design

Spacious compartment

Safe zippered accessories pocket

Comfortable shoulder strap

Color: grey

stylish Messenger 
For taBlet 10"

MoDEl: CNE-CTM10s5BG     8717371864996
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Bag is presented in practical gray textured color. Quick-
access pockets provides order and  detachable shoulder 
strap allows multiple carrying options. Main section of the 
bag is secured by velcro which will keep your laptop safe.

FEATuREs:

Suitable for most 15-16» laptop 

Material: polyester

Padded main compartment with 
secure velcro

Secure zippered small pocket

Organized pockets for accessories

Anti-slip padded shoulder strap

Color: grey

stylish Messenger 
For laPtoP 15.6"

MoDEl: CNE-CNM15s5G     8717371863753
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this urban model of backpack is designed for daily use, has 
sleek design and interesting colors combination, is lightweight 
and compact. Front zippered pockets are recomended for 
papers, books and other things. side pockets conveniently 
store things that need quick access, as a bonus – mesh 
organizer. has safe incide zippered accessories pocket. 
Main section of the bag is secured by velcro which will keep 
your laptop safe. Backpack has additional breast ties that can 
be fastened at the chest for pulling together the backpack 
straps. this allows better fixation of backpack and partially 
bear the weight of the goods from the shoulders to the chest.

FEATuREs:

Suitable for most 15-16" laptop 

Material: polyester

Padded main compartment with 
secure velcro

Secure zippered small pocket

Organized pockets for accessories

Well padded strap

Color: grey

stylish BaCkPaCk 
For laPtoP 15.6"

MoDEl: CNE-CNP15s5G     8717371864637
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this elegant ultra-thin case does not violate ergonomic 
and stylish design of iPhone 5/5s but gives full 
protection and prevents your device from dust and 
damages. Pleasant by touch, transparent.

FEATuREs:

Material: Air Polypropylene  

Ultra-slim cover for iPhone 5/5S

Full protection, anti-dust, protection, 
eco-friendly

CoVers For iPhone 5/5s

MoDEl: CNE-CIPH51GR gray 8717371860554
CNE-CIPH51W white 8717371860547
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lightweight and almost invisible, it is ideal for iPhone.  
transparent design complements the original iPhone 
shape and makes it to look great. Coating is smooth 
to the touch and creates a safe non-slip surface that 
helps to prevent the cover from accidental drops. our 
cover is designed so that all the buttons, ports and 
speakers are fully exposed, so you can quickly and 
easily adjust your volume, plug in your headphones, 
and connect your charging cable while keeping your 
deviсe on and being protected with case.

FEATuREs:

Ultra slim 0.5mm 

Ultra light 0.5g 

Material: Air Polypropylene   

Protects against scratches and dings

Full button protection

Allows full access to all controls and 
ports

Camera lens cutout

«iCe CoVer» For
iPhone 5/5s

MoDEl: CNE-C05IP5B black 8717371863319
CNE-C05IP5W white 8717371863326
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Case is performed in classic monotone style, has excellent 
barrier properties and attractive design. accessory consists 
of two parts, a rigid back pad and folding cover. the back 
cover is made of transparent plastic, so your iPad will look 
natural. Case allows you to set the tablet at different angles 
for comfortable operation. and thanks to all of the required 
cuts, including the speaker, working with the cover turns into 
a pleasure.

FEATuREs:

Slim size

Material: polyurethane + frost plastic

Do not slip

Adjustable Multi-angle viewing mode for landscape view

Stand steadily even when play touch screen game

Front and Back protection

Integrated magnets in cover activate iPad’s sleep/wake function 

Full access to all controls

«iCe Case» For iPad

MoDEl iPAD MINI RETINA: CNE-CIYIPM2W white 8717371862954
CNE-CIYIPM2R red 8717371862961
CNE-CIYIPM2B black 8717371862947

MoDEl IPAD AIR: CNE-CIYIPDAB black 8717371862978
CNE-CIYIPDAW white 8717371862985
CNE-CIYIPDAR red 8717371862992
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durable and lightweight polypropylene makes this 
cover to be a reliable protective solution with minimal 
weight and thickness. soft Matte coating is smooth 
to the touch, the Matte surface provides an excellent 
grip, and the new soft Feel coating creates an 
effective non-slip surface that helps to prevent the 
cover from accidental drops. Full coverage for the top, 
bottom, left & right side of your device. designed to 
keep the original look of the device while being fully 
protected.

FEATuREs:

Slim, form-fitting design 

Material: soft-touch polypropylene

Protects against scratches and dings

Full button protection

Allows full access to all controls and 
ports

Camera lens cutout

«liFe is» CoVer
For iPhone 5/5s

MoDEl: CNs-C24IP5DG Work. Dark Grey 8717371863395
CNs-C24IP5Bl school. Blue 8717371863401 
CNs-C24IP5BN Travel. Blue Navy 8717371863418
CNs-C24IP5o Music. orange 8717371863425
CNs-C24IP5W Art. White 8717371863432
CNs-C24IP5BE Rest. Beige 8717371863449
CNs-C24IP5G sport. Green 8717371863456
CNs-C24IP5R Cinema (Movie). Red 8717371863463
CNs-C24IP5P Girls. Pink 8717371863470
CNs-C24IP5lG Food. light Grey 8717371863487
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this very interesting transformer сase with marvelous design 
will not only provide protection against damages but will 
spice up any ordinary day with the bright colors. a distinctive 
feature of this case is its foldable cover with the ability to turn 
the case in an upright position in a kind of horizontal stand 
for watching videos, surfing the internet  and in the portrait 
position for reading magazines, books, etc. the surface 
is very smooth, so it gives very good tactile filling. With this 
collection you can enhance emotions and joyful moments of 
your life. let your life be amazing!

FEATuREs:

Slim size with both portrait and landscape view

Material: PU embossed front cover and plastic soft-touch back cover

Do not slip

Adjustable Multi-angle viewing mode for landscape view

Stand steadily even when play touch screen game

Front and Back protection

Integrated magnets in cover activate iPad’s sleep/wake function 

Full access to all control

«liFe is» Case For 
iPad Mini retina

MoDEl: CNs-C24IPM2DG Work. Dark Grey 8717371862749
CNs-C24IPM2Bl school. Blue 8717371863685
CNs-C24IPM2BN Travel. Blue Navy 8717371865160
CNs-C24IPM2o Music. orange 8717371862770
CNs-C24IPM2W Art. White 8717371862787
CNs-C24IPM2BE Rest. Beige 8717371862794
CNs-C24IPM2G sport. Green 8717371862800
CNs-C24IPM2R Cinema (Movie). Red 8717371862817
CNs-C24IPM2P Girls. Pink 8717371862824
CNs-C24IPM2lG Food. light Grey 8717371862831
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this is ultra slim, light and invisible casing which 
provides strong protection for your iPhone. 
transparent tPu cover of slim shape is designed to 
fit the iPhone perfectly without any loose edges or 
misaligned cutouts. Flexible, elastic material allows 
a soft, comfortable grip. slim and form-fitted to show 
the perfect shape of your device. absorbs shock for 
superior protection. 

Polyurethane coating is smooth to touch and 
creates safe none-sleep surface.

FEATuREs:

Ultra slim and ultra light 

Flexible, easy-to-grip model  

Material: soft thermoplastic 
polyurethane  

Protects against scratches and dings

Full button protection

Allows full access to all controls and 
ports

Camera lens cutout

«inVisiBle CoVer» 
For iPhone 6

«iCe CoVer» 
For iPhone 6

MoDEl: CNE-C05IP6T (Transparent)     8717371864316

MoDEl: CNE-C05IP6B black 8717371864293
CNE-C05IP6W white 8717371864309 69



Full protection case to prevent your iPad mini from 
drops and scratches. Versatile stand for typing and 
viewing mode. Front cover activates sleep & wake 
function. Magnetic closure keeps the cover tightly shut. 

FEATuREs:

Material: Top grade soft PU leather                   

Magnetic strip for secure closure

Sleep and awake automatic function

Perfectly fit to your iPad shape and highlight its beauty.

Full protection, anti-dust, protection, ecofriendly

Creative design as fashion

Easy installation and removal. 

Cases For iPad Mini retina 
and iPad air

MoDEl iPAD MINI RETINA: CNs-HIPM2Y yellow 8717371860950
CNs-HIPM2G green 8717371860967

MoDEl IPAD AIR: CNs-HIPA2G green 8717371860974
CNs-HIPA2Y yellow 8717371860981
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Case is performed in classical monotone style, has excellent 
barrier properties and attractive design. accessory consists 
of two parts, a rigid back pad and a folding cover. the back 
cover is made of transparent plastic, so your iPad will look 
slim and natural. Case allows you to set the tablet at different 
angles for comfortable operation. and thanks to all of the 
required cuts, including the speaker, working with the cover 
turns into a pleasure. 

FEATuREs:

Slim size

Material: PU + frost plastic

Do not slip

Adjustable Multi-angle viewing mode for landscape view

Stand steadily even when play touch screen game

Front and Back protection

Full access to all controls

«iCe Case» For saMsung 
galaxy taB 4 7", 8", 10" 

MoDEl 7": CNE-CICsT47B black 8717371863258
CNE-CICsT47W white 8717371863265

MoDEl 8": CNE-CICsT48B black 8717371863272
CNE-CICsT48W white 8717371863289

MoDEl 10": CNE-CICsT410B black 8717371863296 
CNE-CICsT410W white 8717371863302
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this universal reversible, compatible with most tablets and 
e-books case is performed in slim marvelous design and 
lifestyle colors. silicon holders will confortably fix your tablet. 
a distinctive feature of this case is its foldable cover with 
the ability to turn the case in an upright position in a kind of 
horizontal stand for watching videos, surfing the internet  and 
in the portrait position for reading magazines and books, 
so you can enjoy every moment of your life. let your life be 
amazing!

FEATuREs:

Compatible with most tablets and e-book 9-10"

Two sides slim case

Material: PU embossed and silicon holders 

Do not slip

Adjustable Multi-angle viewing mode for landscape view

Stand steadily even when play touch screen game

Front and Back protection

Install and remove easily

«liFe is» uniVersal 
Case For 10" taBlet

MoDEl: CNs-C24uT10DG Work. Dark Grey 8717371863098
CNs-C24uT10Bl school. Blue 8717371863012 
CNs-C24uT10BN Travel. Blue Navy 8717371863029
CNs-C24uT10o Music. orange 8717371863036
CNs-C24uT10W Art. White 8717371863043
CNs-C24uT10BE Rest. Beige 8717371863050
CNs-C24uT10G sport. Green 8717371863067
CNs-C24uT10R Cinema (Movie). Red 8717371863074
CNs-C24uT10P Girls. Pink 8717371863081
CNs-C24uT10lG Food. light Grey 8717371863005
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this universal reversible, compatible with most tablets and 
e-books case is performed in slim marvelous design and 
lifestyle colors. silicon holders will confortably fix your tablet.  
a distinctive feature of this case is its foldable cover with 
the ability to turn the case in an upright position in a kind of 
horizontal stand for watching videos, surfing the internet  and 
in the portrait position for reading magazines and books, 
so you can enjoy every moment of your life. let your life be 
amazing!

FEATuREs:

Compatible with most tablets and e-book 6-8"

Two sides slim case

Material: PU embossed and silicon holders 

Do not slip

Adjustable Multi-angle viewing mode for landscape view

Stand steadily even when play touch screen game

Front and Back protection

Install and remove easily 

«liFe is» uniVersal 
Case For 7" taBlet

MoDEl: CNs-C24uT7DG Work. Dark Grey 8717371863143
CNs-C24uT7Bl school. Blue 8717371863111 
CNs-C24uT7BN Travel. Blue Navy 8717371863128
CNs-C24uT7o Music. orange 8717371863135
CNs-C24uT7W Art. White 8717371863142
CNs-C24uT7BE Rest. Beige 8717371863159
CNs-C24uT7G sport. Green 8717371863166
CNs-C24uT7R Cinema (Movie). Red 8717371863173
CNs-C24uT7P Girls. Pink 8717371863180
CNs-C24uT7lG Food. light Grey 8717371863104
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FEATuREs:

Universal tablet case 

7-8’’

uniVersal Cases For
taBlets, 7-8"

this universal tablet case provides a stylish protective 
solution for the people on-the-go. elastic closure strap 
will keep your tablet in place while function buttons can 
be easily accessed. Case offers your tablet excellent 
protection from dust and scratches, easy to use.

MoDEl: CNs-CuT7o orange 8717371860868
CNs-CuT7Bl blue 8717371860875 
CNs-CuT7G green 8717371860882
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universal case with stand suitable for most of 7” 
tablets even iPad mini. Convenient rotation design and 
different angle range for viewing. Magnetic closure 
keeps the cover tightly shut.

Case can be used in 2 positions – horizontal or 
vertical. Pleasant to the touch Pu material, available in 
soft pink and blue, plus in universal black.

FEATuREs:

Easy installation and removal

Magnetic closure

Depth (mm): 123 mm

Height (mm): 12 mm

Width (mm): 195 mm

uniVersal Cases For 
taBlets, 7-8’’

MoDEl: CNA-TCl0207Bl blue 8717371860004
CNA-TCl0207B black 8717371859992
CNA-TCl0207P pink 8717371860011
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Canyon makes sure your battery won’t run out when 
you’re on the go. Portable Power Bank 4400mah is the 
perfect way to charge your cell phone or tablet when 
you can’t get to a wall outlet. it has the capacity to fully 
charge a smartphone or tablet. led indicators let you 
know how much power is available.

Colors –  black, dark grey, yellow, blue

FEATuREs:

Capacity: 4400mAh

Output:  DC5V 1A 

Input:  DC5V 1A 

Intelligent battery display

Net Weight: 120g

Dimension: 100*44*27.3mm

PoWerBank With 
ledFlashlight, 4400 mah

MoDEl: CNE-CPB44W white 8717371860769
CNE-CPB44Bl blue 8717371861759
CNE-CPB44DG dark grey 8717371861766
CNE-CPB44Y yellow 8717371861773
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aluminum compact battery charger - style and power 
in your hands. it is very comfortable for every day 
using, small size allows to put it even in your pocket. 
you can use your phone and charge it at the same 
time. 

Colors –  black, white, red

FEATuREs:

Capacity: 2600mAh

Output:  DC5V 1A 

Input:  DC5V 1A 

Output Charging: 1.5-2 hours

Input Charging: 2-3 hours  

Net Weight:  75g

Dimension: 22*2*95mm

Cycle Life: ≥500 times

siMPly PoWerBank
2600 mah

MoDEl: CNE-CsPB26B black 8717371863937
CNE-CsPB26W white 8717371863944
CNE-CsPB26R red 8717371863951
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Canyon makes sure your battery won’t run out when 
you’re on the go. Portable Power Bank 7800mah is 
the perfect way to charge your cell phone or tablet 
when you can’t get to a wall outlet. it has the capacity 
to fully charge a smartphone or tablet. led indicators 
let you know how much power is available. With two 
usB ports, the Power Pack can recharge two devices 
simultaneously, without being tethered to an electrical 
outlet.

Colors –  black, dark grey, yellow, blue

FEATuREs:

Capacity: 7800mAh

Output:  DC5V 1A/2A 

Input:  DC5V 1A 

Intelligent battery display

Net Weight: 180g

Dimension: 100*62.6*23.3mm

PoWerBank With 
ledFlashlight, 7800 mah

MoDEl: CNE-CPB78W white 8717371860820
CNE-CPB78Bl blue 8717371861780
CNE-CPB78DG dark grey 8717371861797
CNE-CPB78Y yellow 8717371861803
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Charge your smartphone even when you can’t get 
to a wall outlet. Portable, slim and lightweight, the 
Power Bank is the perfect way to ensure your battery 
won’t run out when you’re on the go. With 4000mah 
of power, it has the capacity to fully charge a cell 
smartphone twice or tablet.

FEATuREs:

6mm slim

Aluminum metal

Cable and he same color

Capacity: Li-polymer 4000mAh 

Output:  DC5V 1A 

Input:  DC5V 1A 

Output Charging:  1.5-2 hours

Input Charging: 2-3 hours 

Dimension: 115*65*6mm

Net Weight: 132g

PoWerBank For urgent 
Charge, 4000 mah

MoDEl: CNs-CPB40G green 8717371860820
CNs-CPB40Bl blue 8717371861780
CNs-CPB40o orange 8717371861797
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Сompact battery charger in aluminum housing – style 
and power in your hands. it is very comfortable for 
everyday using, small size allows to put it even in your 
pocket. you can use your phone and charge it at the 
same time.

FEATuREs:

Cell:  Samsung 18650

Capacity: 2600mAh

Output:  DC5V 1A 

Input:  DC5V 1A 

Output Charging: 1.5-2 hours

Input Charging: 2-3 hours  

Net Weight:  74.4g

Dimension: 23*23*93.8mm

Cycle Life: ≥500 times

PoWerBank For urgent 
Charge, 2600 mah

MoDEl: CNE-CPB26B black 8717371860523
CNE-CPB26GR gray 8717371860530
CNs-CPB26Bl blue 8717371860738
CNs-CPB26G green 8717371860745
CNs-CPB26Y yellow 8717371860752
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Charge and sync your devices quickly and safely using 
lightning cable. simply plug the usB end directly into 
any usB port to stay connected while you’re at home, 
at work, or on the road.

FEATuREs:

Certification MFI

For use with all iPads, iPhones and 
iPods withLightning connector

Easily connect to laptop USB port or 
USB charger

Reliable design, certified by Apple 1m 
cable length

MFi lightning CaBle,1M, 
¢3.2mm

MoDEl: CNs-MFICAB01B black 8717371861605
CNs-MFICAB01Bl blue 8717371861018
CNs-MFICAB01G green 8717371861025
CNs-MFICAB01Pu purple 8717371861032
CNs-MFICAB01W white 8717371861612
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FEATuREs:

Ultra-compact glowing micro USB 
cable for charging, you can also use a 
wire to transmit data

Easily connect to laptop USB port or 
USB charger

It glows during the using

Suitable for almost all smartphones 
and tablets 

1m cable length

MiCro usB CaBle,
1m

Be bright and full of energy with new glowing micro 
usB cable. you can charge your smartphone, 
tablet, PowerBank and other device with Micro usB 
connector. also use a wire to transmit data - download 
music, movies, photos and other files. easily connects 
to laptop usB port or usB charger.

MoDEl: CNs-CBEATB black 8717371860653
CNs-CBEATW white 8717371860660
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Miss your console? this joystick gives you the feel 
of an analog joystick, so your games feel even more 
immersive. start the game on the device. locate 
the virtual on-screen joypad on the touchscreen and 
place joystick in the center. Push down on two suction 
cups to adhere it to the screen. you can now play the 
game using joystick , it pushes gently back towards 
the center position. the haptic feedback guides and 
stabilizes your gameplay, making every action more 
accurate. When finished, push joystick at an angle and 
it will pop off the screen.

FEATuREs:

It provide tactile response with haptic 
feedback. 

Stop worrying about the controls and 
take your skills to the next level

Solid milled aluminum construction

Pure physical rocker, don’t need any 
external power supply

With one small sucking disc

Life validation above 800 000 times

JoystiCk For sMartPhones
and taBlets 

MoDEl: CNE-CJsB black 8717371861605
CNE-CJss silver 8717371861612
CNE-CJso orange 8717371861025
CNE-CJs2W white 8717371861018
CNE-CJTs silver 8717371861032
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Head office address:

43, kolonakiou street, diamond Court 
4103, ayios athanasios, limassol, Cyprus

Belarus

ASBIS CJSC 
Menkovsky trakt, 10, 
220321, Minsk, Belarus

Phone: +375 17 279 36 68 
Fax: +375 17 279 36 50

sales@asbis.by 
www.asbis.by

Ireland

ASBIS LImIted 
Unit 1a, Knock Airport Business 
Park Knock Airport, Co., Mayo, 
Charlestown, Ireland

Phone: + 353 94 937 0010 
Fax: + 353 94 937 0011

infosales@asbis.ie 
www.asbis.ie

unIted KIngdom

ASBIS LImIted 
Unit 1a, Knock Airport Business 
Park Knock Airport, Co., Mayo, 
Charlestown, Ireland

Phone: + 353 94 937 0010 
Fax: + 353 94 937 0011

infosales@asbis.ie 
www.asbis.ie

estonIa

ASBIS eStonIA AS 
Türi 10c, 11313 
Tallinn, Estonia

Phone: + 372 6407 130 
Fax: + 372 64 07 129

sales@asbis.ee 
www.asbis.ee

slovenIa

ASBIS d.o.o. 
Brodišče 12, 1236 
Trzin, Slovenia

Phone: + 386 590 79 900 
Fax: + 386 590 79 940

infosales@asbis.si 
www.asbis.si

BulgarIa

ASBIS BuLgArIA LImIted 
7 “Iskarsko shosse” blvd., 1528, 
Sofia, Bulgaria 
Trade Center Europe bl.3

Phone: + 359 02 428 4111 
Fax: + 359 02 428 4155

sales@asbis.bg 
wwww.asbis.bg

latvIa

SIA «ASBIS LV» 
Bauskas street 20, 
Riga, Latvia

Phone: + 371 6 6047812 
Fax: + 371 6 6047812

office@asbis.lv 
www.asbis.lv

russIa

ASBIS moSCow LImIted 
127106, Gostinichnaya str. 5, 
Moscow, Russia

Phone: +7 495 775 0641 
Fax: +7 495 775 0641

sales@asbis.ru 
www.asbis.ru

uKraIne

ASBIS ukrAIne LImIted 
03061, 30, Gazovaja street, 
Kiev, Ukraine

Phone: + 38 044 455 4411 
Fax: + 38 044 455 4410

market@asbis.ua 
www.asbis.ua

Cyprus

ASBIS eASt 
medIterrAneAn 
26, Spyrou Kyprianou Str, 4040, 
Germasogeia, Limassol, Cyprus

Phone: +357 25 828 241 
Fax: +357 25 322 432

info@asbis.com.cy 
www.asbis.com.cy

serBIa

ASBIS d.o.o. BeogrAd 
Bulevar Milutina Milankovica 9G, 
11070 Belgrade, Serbia

Phone: + 381 11 310 7700 
Fax: + 381 11 310 7710

infosales@asbis.rs 
www.asbis.rs

romanIa

ASBIS romAnIA S.r.L. 
Splaiul Independentei 319, 
Sector 6, 
Bucuresti, 062650, Romania

Phone: +402 1 337 1096 /99 
Fax: +402 1 337 1091

sales@asbis.ro 
www.asbis.ro

BosnIa & HerzegovIna

ASBIS d.o.o. 
Džemala Bijedića 162, 
71 000 Sarajevo

Phone: +387 33 770 200 
Fax: + 387 33 770 220

info@asbis.ba 
www.asbis.ba

malta

ASBIS eASt 
medIterrAneAn 
26, Spyrou Kyprianou Str, 4040, 
Germasogeia, Limassol, Cyprus

Phone: +357 25 828 241 
Fax: +357 25 322 432

info@asbis.com.cy 
www.asbis.com.cy

Israel

ASBIS eASt 
medIterrAneAn 
26, Spyrou Kyprianou Str, 4040, 
Germasogeia, Limassol, Cyprus

Phone: +357 25 828 241 
Fax: +357 25 322 432

info@asbis.com.cy 
www.asbis.com.cy

greeCe

ASBIS eASt 
medIterrAneAn 
26, Spyrou Kyprianou Str, 4040, 
Germasogeia, Limassol, Cyprus

Phone: +357 25 828 241 
Fax: +357 25 322 432

info@asbis.com.cy 
www.asbis.com.cy

CroatIa

ASBISC-Cr d.o.o. 
Slavonska avenija, 24/6 
HR-10000, Zagreb, Croatia

Phone: + 385 1 600 9900 
Fax: + 385 1 600 9988

asbis@asbis.hr 
www.asbis.hr

lItHuanIa

uAB ASBIS VILnIuS 
Ateities g. 25 B, 06326, 
Vilnius, Lithuania

Phone: + 370 5 246 1324 
Fax: +370 5 246 1326

sales@asbis.lt 
www.asbis.lt

CzeCH repuBlIC

ASBIS CZ, SpoL. S.r.o. 
Obchodni 103, 251, 01 Cestilice 
Praha-vychod, Praha, Czech 
Republic

Phone: + 420 27 211 7111 
Fax: + 420 272 117 316, 336

info@asbis.cz 
www.asbis.cz

slovaKIa

ASBIS Sk Sp.L Sr.o 
Tuhovská 33, 831 06, 
Bratislava, Slovakia

Phone: + 421 2 321 65 111 
Fax: + 421 2 321 65 112

info@asbis.sk 
www.asbis.sk

Hungary

ASBIS HungAry Ltd. 
46-48. Reitter Ferenc Str. 
H-1135 Budapest

Phone: +36 1 236-1000 
Fax: +36 1 236-1010

infosales@asbis.hu 
www.asbis.hu

Phones:

Phone: +357 2 58 57 101 
Fax: +357 2 58 57 288

Email:

sales@canyon.eu


